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THE DUST CONTEMPLATION
Shown here is the final section of the Dunhuang manuscript no. 598 from the 
Haneda collection 598), held in the Kyo-U Library (Kyou shooku ^MWM) 
of the Takeda Science Foundation, Osaka. This manuscript contains the sole 
surviving copy of the Method for the Contemplation of Dust as Empty (Chen 
kong guan men hereafter Dust Contemplation), a late seventh-century
Chinese Yogacara meditation treatise of unknown authorship. Eric M. Greene 
presents in this volume an introduction to, and a complete translation of, this 
text. The manuscript itself is undated, but its form and calligraphy suggest that it 
was copied sometime between the late seventh and late eighth centuries. Despite 
being a text of patently Chinese authorship, the Dust Contemplation was here 
copied in a format—regular seventeen-character columns, with twenty-eight col­
umns per sheet and wide margins—that in medieval China was usually reserved 
for the Chinese translations of canonical Buddhist scriptures of Indian origin. 
Photographs of the complete manuscript and detailed information about its physi­
cal characteristics are published in volume eight (pp. 127-32) of the Tonkd hikyu: 
Kydu Shooku zo : ClLCLT.'iY. edited by Koeki Zaidan Hojin Takeda
Kagaku Shinko Zaidan Kyou Shooku
(Osaka, Takeda Kagaku Shinko Zaidan, 2009-2013).
Photograph reproduced by permission from the Kyo-U Library of the Takeda 
Science Foundation, Osaka.
